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FASHION

2

Make an unforgettable impression with
AND’s sharp silhouettes, soft hues and
confident statements. Every perfectly
crafted piece strikes the delicate balance
between contemporary style and classic
charm. With its stunning, sophisticated
western-wear, AND turns everyday living
into your everyday runway.
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Winter is the season of style. Being Human Clothing brings you
a range of trendy and edgy clothing line to keep you warm and
looking sharp as the temperature drops. After celebrating 5 Years of
Being Human Clothing with 8 unsung heroes in focus, the brand is all
set to re-launch its store at the iconic 1 MG Lido Mall sprawling 1001
sq ft and an inviting design that will resonate with the twin causes of
education and healthcare the brand supports.
The collection at the new store will inspire shoppers offering a
wide range of men & women apparels. The collection ranges from
street-style hoodies to biker jackets for men and knitted top wear &
embellished jackets for women to list few.
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Distinctive and aesthetic,
Fabindia offering comprises an
extensive range of contemporary
products – both textile and nontextile – created using traditional
techniques and skills. Present in
82 cities in India and with eight
international stores, Fabindia is
India’s largest retail platform for a
wide range of products produced
by artisans living largely in
rural areas.
Fabindia at 1 MG Lido Mall
offers an exclusive collection
of garments, home linen,
accessories, lighting, giftware,
personal care products and
organic food. The clothing line
beautifully combines stylish cuts
and designs with traditional
hand block prints, embroideries
and weaves from all across
the country.
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Free spirited, vibrant and
delightful, Global Desi is a
boho-chic fashion brand,
inspired by India’s colours
and chaos. Created in
smooth western styles,
every outfit in every
collection tells you to go
ahead and wear the vibe.
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Discover the mantra to look and feel fashionable at
India’s biggest fashion destination! Be in trend with
Bollywood style gurus Katrina Kaif and Varun Dhawan.
Know what’s in and what’s hot as fbb brings you the
latest in style.
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This winter, take your wardrobe a
notch higher with classic, simple
styles and elegant outwear
from Marks & Spencer’s AW17
collection. The collection includes
pieces ideal for every occasion,
whether it’s a special dinner date
or a winter walk, boost your style
with a plethora of options, from
shades of Nude, Grey and Navy
Blue or pick something bolder for
a stand-out look.
As the temperature drops
outwear comes into play with the

Iconic British brand’s ultimate
innovation of stormwear for this
season.The collection includes
statement sleeve jumper, Bomber
jacket and Stormwear trench
coat. For statement party looks,
the collection offerscrepe shift
dress, Satin slip dress and must
have statement accessories.
This winter make sure you wrap
up for a stylish and simple look
with winterwear must-haves from
the iconic British brand that will
last all season and beyond.
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H&M’s fashion-forward and
conscious-led activewear
Blending fashionable design with
highly functional details, H&M
is thrilled to announce that the
latest activewear collection is also
made in sustainable materials.
Inspired by nature and strong
women.

Revolving around the theme of “In it for the long run”, the activewear
collection includes a versatile range of tights, sports bras, hoodies and
tops for training, running and yoga.
There is an emphasis on nature and sustainability, through the prints
and the colour palette of green tones, black and beige, but also the
predominant use of recycled polyester and elastane in each and every
piece.
The garments have functional details such as being quick-dry and
seamless for maximum comfort, plus built-in support and holes for
ventilation. Designs are fresh, figure-flattering and fashion-forward
with contrast panelling, criss-cross backs and decorative webbing.
The result is a truly modern activewear collection that reflects the
importance of conscious fashion today.
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ACCESSORIES
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Ayesha takes the leading edge in fashion and brings you fun and whole lot of newness
every season! after all ayesha is your one-stop-candy shop for fun fantabulous fashion
essentials.
Are you the ayesha girl? Are you fashionable, experimental and constantly evolving?
Did you say you’d prefer pink and purple today, black and white tomorrow, but definitely
never what your mamma wears?!

These necklace and bows are perfect for your lil princess.

Rugged fashion accessories for men.

Stay glamourous this holiday season with our metallic gold accessories.
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Complementing the holiday
season, Da Milano announces the
arrival of its latest show-stopping
collection from basic essential
styles to irresistibly fashionable
items that can be mixed and
matched in a creative play of
materials, colors, silhouettes and
small yet eye‐catching details to
spruce up your wardrobe.
Perfectly embodying the
sophisticated revelry of brand,
the handbags are functional yet
fashionable in plethora of colors
including purple, berry, orange,
blue etc. Gracing the collection
furthermore, style details such
as matt, high-shine croco finish
leather textures and statement
buckles and fittings make each
handbag lust-worthy
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Introducing Holii MAN, an
exclusive collection of work
bags and wallets for the
New Urban Man.
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BOOTS
COLLECTION
THE OPPORTUNITY TO APPRECIATE
THE THINGS WE WEAR IS BECOMING
AN INCREASINGLY RARE OCCURRENCE.
- WORDS BY KEVIN WONG

Time is not something to be
taken for granted, true quality
only reveals itself with time.
Having been in shoemaking for
decades, Clarks has established
itself as a pillar of footwear,
constantly innovating while
maintaining its standard of
excellence.
As fashion continues to change,
many labels alter themselves
to fit styles and trends. Fashion
can be deceiving; labels can
overshadow brand integrity and
are constantly changing. The
opportunity to appreciate the
things we wear is becoming an
increasingly rare occurrence.

The Boots collection from Clarks
looks to visibly reveal itself to
the wearer. It’s made to be seen
clearly, to be felt and to be
experienced. A truly authentic
product, it begs to be noticed
and to be examined.
The contemporary design feels
deliberate, from its bold stitching
to its traditional fit; its aesthetic
tells the story of the brand’s
commitment to quality. Crafted
with suede and apple-tanned
leather, the boot’s longevity is
also well considered. The boot
is designed to age with grace,
slowly taking on the character
of the wearer, shaping its fit to
the owner and adapting to their
nuances.

Clarks has long been an iconic
brand in footwear. Through the
ever-present Wallabee and Desert
Boot silhouettes, we’ve seen
these authentically crafted shoes
last through time.
The quality construction and
unmistakable authenticity of the
new Jean Boot allows for a subtle
confidence both in the present
and a long way into the future.
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ALDO specializes in high-quality fashion footwear
and accessories offering an unparalleled shopping
experience with an energetic vibe. Built on the core
values of Love, Integrity and Respect
Lolitta
Flowing feathers exude unabashed femininity on a
buckle-strap flat sandal find more collections at
1MG Lido Mall
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Nike Air zoom Pegasus 34
Built for beginners and experienced runners, the Nike Air Zoom
Pegasus 34, Running Shoe features an updated, lighter Flymesh
material that helps reduce heat buildup when you run. The tried and
true cushioning and support runners have come to love remains.
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PUMA offers performance
and sport-inspired lifestyle
products it engages in exciting
collaborations with renowned
design brands to bring
innovative and fast designs to
the sports world.
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BEAUTY
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Enriched with Community Trade
almond oil from the Alicante
region of Spain, and Community
Trade honey from the UNESCO
Sheka rainforest in Ethiopia, this
caring new range is as kind to the
environment as it is your skin.

COMMUNITY TRADE
ALMOND OIL FROM SPAIN
Our almond oil comes from
almond nuts grown by expert
farmers in the Alicante region
of Spain. It is a new ingredient
within our Community Trade
programme, taking us one
step closer to our Enrich Not
Exploi’tCommitment to double
the number of Community Trade
ingredients we use by 2020.

COMMUNITY TRADE
HONEY FROM ETHIOPIA
To collect the precious honey we
source from the Sheka rainforest
biosphere reserve, we work with
the “bee whisperers” of Beza Mar,
a group dedicated to improving
the livelihood of Ethiopian
beekeeping communities and
maintaining their traditional,
natural way of working with the
bees. Our trade helps support
the sustainable use of the forest
by providing a steady income to
local people who might otherwise
be forced to rely on agriculture
that could lead to deforestation.
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In Dec’17, Clinique has launched
the NEW Pop Lip Shadow
cushion matte lip powder.
Inspired by the laborious
techniques that makeup artists
go through backstage to matte
down lip color with pressed
powder, this innovative product
is a one-step application.

One sweep delivers super
rich colour and an incredible
matte finish that maintains
its just-applied look without
emphasizing lines or making
lips look dry and cakey. Best
of all, it has a super smooth,
weightless, velvety feel on lips
that’s completely unexpected
from a lip product.

It blends easily so you can
create a sheer wash of colour
or build a bold look on lips.
A whisper of powder. A shout
of colour. Discover a whole new
way to wear matte.
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In Sanskrit, Kama means ‘Desire’
and Ayurveda is ‘The Science of
Life’. Our philosophy emphasizes
the Ayurvedic principle of
harmony between the physical,
mental and spiritual realms the whole being. In Ayurveda,

the energies affecting the
universe also operate on human
physiology. Broken links between
the mind and the body must be
restored and balanced in order
to achieve health, contentment
and peace.

This principle of Ayurveda –
that good health is a result of
perfect harmony between one’s
physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual state – is at the heart
of everything we do at Kama
Ayurveda.
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REVITALIZING SUPREME + GLOBAL ANTI-AGING
CELL POWER CRÈME
The key to younger-looking skin.
Unlock your skin’s youth potential and see it spring
back with new bounce, glow with radiant vitality.
With our exclusive RevitaKey™ Technology featuring
exclusive Moringa Extract, this silky-soft, deeply nourishing
multi-action creme encourages skin’s natural power to
amplify collagen and elastin. Lines and wrinkles look
dramatically reduced. Skin’s visible firmness, density and
elasticity is significantly improved.
In just 4 weeks, 96% of women said their skin felt firmer.* 15
worldwide patents and patents pending. *Consumer testing
on 107 women.

MAC SNOW BALL
Find your rhythm, all eyes are on the cool kids, hanging
out, swaying to the beat, showing off with a little
festive flirtation.
You’re the sleighbelle of the ball, dancing until morning,
feeling alive and revelling in the new generation. The
lights catch a crystal and glitter snowflake adornment,
all the bling you’ll ever need – everyone goes
starstruck. See you on the dance floor!
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The Salon beyond salon services, an experience. From
Spa services to technology base clinical solutions, our
best in the business experts will treat you to the kind of
indulgence that you truly deserve. Sit down and have a
chat with our professionals who will advise and suggest
the best beauty packages customized to your needs
and lifestyle.
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Macarons

Yauatcha provides a unique
dining experience, offering
authentic dim sum with a
contemporary influence as well
as wok dishes and other small
eats. The concept is a modern
interpretation of the traditional
Chinese teahouse featuring a
wide range of Chinese, Indian,
Japanese and Taiwanese teas.
Yauatcha is also known for
its handmade petitsgateaux,
macarons available both a la
carte and retail.

New Offering:
New Flavours of our macarons
Mulled Wine
Eggnog
Gingerbread
Banana Cinnamon
Lemon Sesame
Earl Grey
Jasmine Honey
Blood Orange
Scallop Shumai

Truffle Edamame

Cheung Prawn
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The World of SMOOR presents
to you couverture chocolates
and more, made from the finest
authentic ingredients concocted
by master chocolatiers from
around the world. Discover the
perfect alchemy between taste
and beauty. Enjoy the taste of true
opulence with our handcrafted
masterpieces, lovingly wrapped in
exquisite packaging. Partake in the
Smoor Experience by visiting our
revamped lounges and signature
Chocolate Studio to indulge in a
wide array of bespoke chocolates,
desserts and more. Behold artistry
in the purest form with our
gustative aromas and conviviality!
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It’s a heaven on earth for every foodie, as it offers a mouth watering
dining experience like no other, with a a wide array of lip-smacking
options. Hence becoming the perfect place to hang out after your
gaming sessions
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Fort Kochi is an amalgamation
of many cultures including the
Dutch, Portuguese, British,
Jews, Chinese, Gujaratis, Syrian
Christians, Malabari Muslims
and many more. The place is
fascinating because all these
cultures have been able to
seamlessly come together to
create a cuisine that they can
claim to be their own.
A Seafood Speciality Kerala
restaurant , which will take you
on a culinary journey through the
many lives and homes of people
who have made Fort Kochi their
home and the many people who
come to visit and have a Fort
Kochi experience.
We stock a very extensive wine
menu and premium
Indian/foreign Spirits.
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Just look What We Have Revealed
This New Year….
We are very proud to be serving you our
freshly crafted menu with locally sourced
ingredients! From light bites to healthy
meals, our new menu offers something for
everyone. Our tasty starters include Creamy
Mushroom served on toast with a hash brown
& side salad.
Be sure to check out our classic dishes, such
as the Spaghetti Roast Chicken & Pesto
Cream Pasta, Grilled Chicken & Cheese
Sandwich and 3 egg Fluffy Omelette. The
menu features a great selection of vegetarian
dishes, such as the BBQ Cottage Cheese
& Roasted Pepper Salsa, Masala Paneer
Tortilla Wrap and the Roast Vegetable &
Hummus Sandwich. We also have mouthwatering options straight from the grill, from
Smoked Chicken Sausages to Grilled Club
Sandwiches. Also our menu offer favourites
to your little ones such as Garlic Cheese
Bread, Bircher Muesli, Boston Nut Brownie
& Chocolate Fudge Cake – dishes which are
sure to keep the little ones happy.
If you are just after a quick coffee, why not
enjoy a cup of our freshly ground coffee
specially brewed for you by our skilled barista
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TGIF India is one of the best
family restaurants, pubs, bars with
Great food, great drinks & great
fun from burgers to steak, beer
to cocktails, learn why in here, it’s
always Friday.
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Every neighbourhood needs a corner, that friendly place where people can gather, unwind or take a break.
A place where the food is comforting, the service is friendly and the welcome is warm. Café Felix brings
the concept of all day dining with comfort food specials and nostalgia inducing favourites, to Bangalore.
A visit to Café Felix can be anything you want it to be, from all day breakfast to post work dinner and
drinks, from a working lunch to a leisurely coffee with friends!
Crafted by Chef Ritwik Sarkar, the all-day menu now has plenty of exciting new additions! By public
demand, we have included your favourites from our super successful Old Fashioned Menu and The Big
Burger Binge Menu plus a few more special Felix creations sure to hit the spot. Get ready to eat your
heart out!
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Foodhall’s selection of gourmet imported international cheeses are the pinnacle of artisan crafts.
Find everything from local favourite cottage cheese and kalari to internationally renowned parmesan
and ricotta. This is your one-stop-shop for all your gourmet needs.
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Mamma Mexicana, the name itself suggests a lot more about this place that serves delicious Italian,
Continental, and Mexican cuisine with signature South American Cocktails only @ 1MG-LIDO
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THE TAO TERRACES is a multi
level Rooftop Lounge with an
Asian Fine Dining Restaurant
The Terrace Lounge Bar is located
on the 6th level . It is a popular
destination for House & Deep
House sounds with world-class
international Dj’s playing here
regularly.
The Terrace Lounge opens up to
the sky and has a skyline view of
Bangalore
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FOR THOSE WHO LIKE IT
HOT

FOR THOSE WHO LIKE IT
COLD
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KIDS
74

Funky Monkeys Play Center at 1 MG LIDO Mall, Bengaluru is a 4000 sq. ft. world class Indoor Play Center and Birthday Party Venue for Kids.
Funky Monkeys offers two play areas (a Toddler Zone and a Junior Zone) for kids
aged 6 months to 12 years, offering a variety of soft play equipment that is unique,
colorful, stimulating and entertaining.
They also have a full service café and birthday party area which overlooks the play
zones, making it a perfect venue to host birthday parties, play dates and school
group mornings. Funky Monkeys Play Centers is India’s Premier Indoor Play Center
& Birthday Party Venue for Kids.
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“HAMLEYS IS NOT
JUST A TOY STORE,
IT’S A COMPLETE TOY
EXPERIENCE”
Hamleys is now present
in 18 cities in India with
31 stores that capture the
imagination of children
with its wide range of toys,
exclusive merchandise and
magical experience.
Hamleys in India is the
biggest toy retailer in the
country welcoming around
6 lakh people every month
through its doors.
The ‘Hamleys Experience’
is marked by its iconic
lively, fun-filled in-store
experience of theatre and
drama which immerses
children in the toyland of
their dreams and takes
parents back to their
childhood.
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Mothercare is a specialist retailer of products for mothers-to-be, babies and children up
to the age of eight. Mothercare opened its first store in 1961 in Kingston, Surrey. Initially
the business focused on pushchairs, nursery furniture and maternity clothing, but it
subsequently expanded its range to include clothing for children up to the age of five
and later up to the age of eight.
We now offer a wide range of maternity and children’s clothing, furniture and home
furnishings, bedding, feeding, bathing, travel equipment and toys.
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All it takes is a few
tasteful embellishments to
transform your home into a
luxurious abode. Pure Home
+ Living is the ultimate
destination for a stunning
array of statement pieces to
refresh your living space.
Each carefully curated
collection harmoniously
blends artistic design and
master craftsmanship.
Whether your décor style
is modern, minimalistic,
traditional or eclectic,
Pure Home + Living has
the perfect accessories
to appeal to the urban
aesthetic.
Browse through our
exclusive range of aromatic
candles, leather accessories,
sculptural centrepieces, silk
flowers and much more - all
under one roof.
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ENTERTAINMENT
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SMAAASH is one of India’s acclaimed gaming and entertainment centers that marries
sports, virtual reality, music and dining into an immersive, evolved, interactive and
innovative social experience for family, friends and children alike.
SMAAASH implores the child in you to joyously revel in an unmatched range of
activities ranging from highly interactive sports simulators to many more thrilling and
recreational attractions.
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ELECTRONICS
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Experience the latest of Mi – from India’s best - selling
smartphones to smart devices to a range of ever - growing
list of accessories and more @1MG lido Mall

MI Air Purifier
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EVENTS
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Festive Fever? 1MG Lido Mall presented Diwali Dhamaka. Shoppers who shopped
for 5000/- and above stood a chance to win a Tata Tigor as Mega bumper prize and
DSK Benelli super bike as bumper prize and all paid expenses trip to Vietnam and
Germany, Weekly prizes from Konfo, Mac-V, Kama Ayurveda and Smoor chocolates,
Assured daily prizes from Smaaash, Barbeque Nation, Marks & Spencer, Lakme
Absolute Salon and Funky Monkeys. A 30 days event came to conclusion with Mr.
Ranjit Joseph winning Germany Trip and Mrs. Mini Jose to drive away Tata Tigor
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1MG Lido Mall presented the most stylish event on the 2nd and 3rd of December,
Fashionable One, curated by none other than Ramesh Dembla who showcased the best
of 2017 fashion along with show stopper Kriti Kharbanda.
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1MG Lido Mall presented the fun and exciting month of December
with Christmas Winter Wonderland, where every kid is a super star.
Kids showcased their talent in fun filled activity from singing, dancing,
workshops and much more. All the kids walked away with lots of
goodies from the house of Hamleys, Funky monkeys and Smaaash etc,
that’s not all Santa surprised with his visit and gifts. The whole mall
was themed around the Christmas charms in red and white theme. We
had 30ft tall Christmas tree & carol singing by the side which added
more glorious moments to each and every shopper.
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